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Laser Eye Surgery Unit

 Opens March 22

 Headed by Dr. Martin Talbot from the Eastern Eye Surgery 

Clinic

 State-of-the-art facilities and staff

 Awarded Best Eye Care Facility in 2016

 Surgeons recognized as one of the most experienced teams 
in the country
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A First Look at Laser Surgery

 Safe, fast, and reliable 

 Covered by most insurance carriers

 The key to clear vision

 Relative lack of pain

 Almost immediate results (within 24 

hours)
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About Our Physicians

•Over 20 years in ophthalmic practice

•Over 5,000 laser eye surgeries performed

•Founder of the Eastern Eye Surgery Clinic

Dr. Martin 
Talbot

•Graduate of the Yale School of Ophthalmic Medicine

•Over 4,000 laser eye surgeries performed

•Winner of the 2016 Blue Ribbon Medical Staff award
Dr. Lisa Murray

•Over 15 years in ophthalmic practice

•Served for 10+ years as Director of the Connecticut 
Institute of Ophthalmic Research

Dr. Graham 
Rodriguez
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Is Laser Surgery for You?

Virtually painless

Fast procedure

Immediate 
improvement

Covered by most 
insurance plans

Not everybody is 
a candidate

Cost

Some risk of 
corneal damage
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Laser Eye Surgery Facts

 LASIK is the most common refractive surgery

 LASIK corrects near-sightedness and astigmatism

 Uncorrected vision may be 20/40 or better after surgery

 Other options include PRK and LASEK
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The Cost of Laser Surgery

Typically as low as $499 per eye

Custom options can add to costs

Financing is available for some 
candidates
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Thousands of Satisfied Customers

“I could see without 

my glasses the very 

next day after surgery. 

I couldn’t be happier.”   

—Marion M.

“The staff was kind and friendly, 

and explained the process well.” 

—George L.

The money I will save over the 

years by not having to buy 

glasses will more than pay for 

the procedure.” 

—Frank R.

“Excellent! I’m a very 

happy customer.”

—Bob S.
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Taking the Next Step

Sign up for a personal consultation

Schedule a surgery date

Arrive at surgery center 45 minutes before appointment

Undergo surgery

Enjoy better vision
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Clear Vision in a 

Day

In most cases, vision clears 

immediately, or within 24 

hours of surgery. The patient 

should be able to return to 

normal activities in a day and 

feel no discomfort or side 

effects from the surgery.
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